
RE: TVP Spanish Language Acquisition and Community Service Project 

Dear Spanish scholars and families: 

It is with much pleasure that we would like to announce our Spanish Language Acquisition 

and Community Service Project. Once again, our Spanish I-IV scholars will have the 

opportunity to further enhance their Spanish language skills through a service-learning project in 

collaboration with EduCarte, an after school educational learning center that serves 

underprivileged youth in Puerto Peñasco, Sonora, México (Rocky Point). 

How will Trivium Prep. Spanish scholars provide community service as they enhance their 

Spanish language skills?  

EduCarte is in the process of inaugurating their bilingual library and are in need of book 

donations. This is how Trivium scholars will assist the center, as they practice the Spanish skills 

that they have acquired thus far:  

(Spanish I scholars) - Will write pen-pal letters in Spanish and English to the children who 

currently participate in EduCarte. In writing these letters, scholars will apply Spanish 

grammatical concepts covered in class. The letters will be written in both languages, as the 

students in Mexico are in the process of learning English. These letters, along with the books that 

we will donate, will be presented to the children in R.P. the day their new library is inaugurated.  

(Spanish II-IV scholars) - Will write, in Spanish and English, their favorite fables using 

previously learned Spanish grammatical concepts. This collection of bilingual fables will be 

curated and turned into a book. This book created by Trivium scholars will be presented to the 

children of EduCarte the day their new library is inaugurate.   

To enhance the community service aspect of this project, EduCarte has enlisted our assistance to 

enrich their new library with as many English and Spanish books as possible. Trivium scholars, 

with the assistance of our language team, will run a book drive to collect as many books, in 

English and/or Spanish, new or used, to donate to EduCarte. The book drive will take place 

from September 1st-27th. We thank you in advance for your donations during this time. 

This October, EduCarte will inaugurate their K-6 Club Inglés and bilingual library. Our book of 

fables and pen-pal letters, both written by our students, along with all the donated books 

will be presented on behalf of Trivium on the day of the library inauguration. 

If you would like to assist in our Spanish Language Acquisition and Community Service Project, 

are interested in volunteering as a family, or if you have any questions, please feel free to reach 

out to Sra. Acherbo: macherbo@triviumprep.org 

We thank you in advance for your support. 

-TPA Spanish Department  

Sra. Acherbo | Instructional Coach | Lead Teacher for Modern Languages  


